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Grammar: A Writing Misconception 

Many writers might think, ‘I’m a good writer because I know grammar backward and 

forward.’ It’s awesome to have talent with grammar and punctuation. However, it’s possible to 

produce a piece of writing with perfect grammar but no thesis statement, poor development, 

inadequate support, or other problems of thinking. Just as a grammar wizard is not necessarily a 

good writer, poor grammar skills do not make one a poor writer. Many students might think, 

‘I’m a bad writer because I can’t keep all the grammar rules straight.’ An audience expects 

certain conventions of grammar to be followed to contribute to clarity. However, it’s not terrible 

if every last comma rule isn’t memorized as long as the bigger picture is clear. Although 

problems with punctuation or grammar might sometimes stand out among good ideas, these 

problems won’t undermine proper thought. 

  Buffalo News writer James Kilpatrick explains in his column the difference 

between good and bad writers: “In fiction, the difference could lie in the development of an 

intricate plot. In nonfiction we look for clarity and careful organization of material. Quite often -- 

and here is the theme of today's reflections -- the difference lies in a single word or a vivid 

phrase” (Kilpatrick 1) Not once did he mention grammar. The focus is on the development and 

organization of thoughts and ideas. Proper grammar is important to good writing, but it is not the 

most important and certainly won’t guarantee a good writer. More important is the writer’s 
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ability to observe report what they know as Kilpatrick highlights: “Good writers look intently, 

constantly, at the world around them” (Kilpatrick 1). 

In fact, the assumption that a person who is good with grammar is good at writing is a 

huge insult to writers. This assumption disqualifies writing as an independent academic study. 

Writing does not equal grammar; if it were this easy, no one would seek to study writing 

throughout college. A major in grammar would become incredibly boring and pointless after a 

semester or two. Writing professors Douglas Downs and Elizabeth Wardle agree: “When we 

continue to pursue the goal of teaching students “how to write in college” in one or two 

semesters—despite the fact that our own scholarship extensively calls this possibility into 

question—we silently support the misconceptions that writing is not a real subject, that writing 

courses do not require expert instructors, and that rhetoric and composition are not genuine 

research areas or legitimate intellectual pursuits” (Douglas and Wardle 553).  

Good writing involves much more than proper grammar—it involves thinking and 

development of ideas. Adequate thought, concise thesis, organized development, sufficient 

support, and proper grammar all contribute to good writing. Writing professors Douglas Downs 

and Elizabeth Wardle illustrate this with a case-study of Jake, an adult college student who had 

always thought he was a poor writer. After the two professors finish a class with him, he realizes 

that he is not a poor writer. The two theorize that Jake’s lack of writing confidence is from years 

of holding the misconception that grammar and style are the most important aspect of writing. 

They assert that college-level writing professors should be more concerned with teaching a 

thorough thought process than grammar: “As teachers of college composition and researchers of 

writing, we want—and are taking—license to decide that what students like Jack know to do in 

order to conduct critical, researched inquiry at the college level is more important than whether 
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they master APA format or produce marginally more fluent writing. Jack may not measurably 

know better “how to write” if by that we mean greater felicity with punctuation or syntax or even 

the ability to produce a particular genre. But what Jack reports he did learn in the course 

represents a more important goal for First-Year-Composition” (Douglas and Wardle 567). Jack 

learned three important lessons: how to think for himself, that he is not a poor writer, and that 

writing a paper is not just all about the rules.  

 By focusing so much on teaching correct grammar, we are only advancing the 

misconception that good grammar makes a good writer. This leaves many students like Jake 

discouraged and disappointed with their writing abilities. In truth, anyone with passion and 

developed ideas about a particular subject has the potential to become a great writer. 
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